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1. Program Information 

a. Program Identification 

Program Name Facility Assessment Service Program 

Program ID# SCE-13-TP-025 

b. Program Implementer  

 

 

 

 

 

 

c. SCE Business Plan Sector  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

d. Program Type 

 

 

 

 

e. Intervention Strategies 

 

 

 

 

 

f. Projected Program Budget 

Latest available program budget data is on CEDARS. (https://cedars.sound-

data.com/filings/list/)    

Program Implementor Yes No 

SCE Only   

SCE – Statewide Lead   

Other PA – Statewide Lead   

Third Party x  

Other   

SCE Business Plan Sector Yes 

Residential  

Commercial x 

Industrial  

Agricultural  

Public  

Codes & Standards  

Workforce Education & Training  

Finance  

Other  

Program Type Yes No 

Resource  x  

Non-Resource   x 

Primary Intervention Strategy  Yes No 

Upstream  x 

Midstream x  

Downstream  x 

Direct Install  x 

https://cedars.sound-data.com/filings/list/
https://cedars.sound-data.com/filings/list/
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g. Savings Impact 

Latest available program savings data is on CEDARS. (https://cedars.sound-

data.com/filings/list/)   

h. Program Effectiveness 

Latest available program effectiveness data is on CEDARS. (https://cedars.sound-

data.com/filings/list/)   

 

 

 

  

https://cedars.sound-data.com/filings/list/
https://cedars.sound-data.com/filings/list/
https://cedars.sound-data.com/filings/list/
https://cedars.sound-data.com/filings/list/
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2. Implementation Plan Narrative 

a. Program Description 

Describe the program, its rationale, and objectives. 

The Facility Assessment Service Program (FASP) is a 3rd party implemented Program that will provide 

SCE Customers with services to allow them to better manage their energy usage, identify Behavioral, 

Retrocommissioning, and Operational-Based (BRO) energy saving opportunities, and achieve energy 

savings through energy conservation measures utilizing Energy Management Technology/Software.  This 

Program is designed to leverage the investment that SCE has made in Advanced Meter Infrastructure 

(AMI) deployment through data analytics and customer engagement to achieve energy savings. 

b. Program Delivery and Customer Services1 

Describe how the energy efficiency (EE) program will deliver savings (upstream, downstream, direct 

install, etc.), how it will reach customers, and the services and it will provide.  

3rd Party Implementer will enroll targeted commercial customers with significant potential for BRO 

energy savings.  3rd Party Implementer will engage those customers to better understand their operations, 

generate energy savings and demand reduction at the customer’s facility through BRO changes.  

3rd Party Implementer will benchmark 12 months of historical energy consumption of the participating 

customer’s facility.  The benchmark information will be used for opportunity identifications and M&V 

baseline purposes as well as ongoing data required for verification of savings and providing maintenance 

program services post-savings.  

3rd Party Implementer will evaluate the historical energy usage data and identify irregularities and 

possible saving opportunities then evaluate the identified opportunity to confirm if a low or no-cost 

Behavioral, Retro-commissioning, or Operational (BRO) based adjustment can be taken by the Customer 

to reduce the irregular usage and what the potential savings impact will be by making the adjustments.  

Examples of irregularities the Program will look for include, but not limited to: 

● Load profiles with excessive evening and weekend usage; 

● High electrical load factor, energy usage intensity, and baseload usage; 

● Load profiles with high demand during peak hour energy usage; 

● Load profiles with peak demand exceeding 150% of average demand 

 

3rd Party Implementer will summarize the identified opportunity into specific recommended scheduling or 

system adjustments and presented to the Customer.  The Customer is responsible for implementing the 

agreed upon EE changes to their building and/or operating processes and notify the 3rd Party Implementer. 

 

3rd Party Implementer will perform an initial post-change assessment of the project by analyzing the 

Customer’s site interval data to determine if the adjustment had the anticipated effect.  Initial savings 

estimates will be shared with the Customer.  The Customer will receive total kWh savings achieved on a 

per-store and project basis along with an estimated annual savings.  Additionally, 3rd Party Implementer 

will hold a regular check in call to provide an update on savings results, learn of any building or 

operational changes, receive program feedback, and provide any general support. 

                                                      
1 IP Guidance from D.15-10-028: “Describe how the energy efficiency (EE) program will deliver savings (upstream, 

downstream, direct install, etc.), how it will reach customers, and the services and it will provide.” 
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c. Program Design and Best Practices  

Describe how the program overcomes the market barriers in its market sector and/or end use.  Describe 

why the program approach constitutes "best practices" or reflects "lessons learned."  Provide references 

where available. 

In line with the intent of AB793, the Program specifically focuses its data analysis and energy consulting 

recommendations on BRO opportunities that improve organizational energy efficiency behavior (e.g. 

correctly setting control systems to turn off the lights at night) and the efficiency and operation of existing 

equipment and systems (correctly optimizing thermostat settings).   

Research by the Pacific Northwest National Lab (PNNL) has found that the majority of retuning (i.e. 

retro-commissioning) measures require low level of effort to achieve and actually have the highest 

potential for savings.  PNNL research further indicates that the majority of actions that will be targeted in 

this Program have a high potential for savings such as scheduling, zone adjustment, and air handling unit 

correction among others which qualify as low/no-cost actions with minimal effort needed by the business. 

d. Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification (EM&V): 

As this program design is both meter-based and pay-for-performance, it can be broadly classified as a 

Normalized Metered Energy Consumption (NMEC) program, and most NMEC analysis tools and 

guidance documents are relevant here. As Program Administrator, SCE will not undertake any ex-post 

Evaluation of the Facilities Assessment Program while the program is in flight. However, the program 

will feature extensive early or embedded M&V; meter-based data analysis which will be used to 

determine both implementer performance payments, as well as inform PA savings claims. 

The following paragraphs are taken from the Implementer’s M&V Plan, and describe the overall data 

collection and M&V approach of the program. 

“Program Implementer will be utilizing International Performance Measurement and Verification 

Protocol (IPMVP) Option C compliant Normalized Metered Energy Consumption (NMEC) analysis for 

all of its energy savings analysis, validation, and verification as well as adhering to the High Opportunity 

Projects and Programs (HOPPS) framework. The energy savings will be calculated in the same way for 

each of the three expected measures - lighting schedule adjustments, HVAC – CDD adjustments, and 

HVAC – HDD adjustments – further discussed below. A model will be produced incorporating data from 

one-year baseline period prior to intervention. In order to more quickly gain data sufficiency in the 

reporting period, a change specific parameter will be added to the model and enough reporting period data 

incorporated into the single model to ensure statistical significance of the change parameter. Where one 

year of Baseline Data may be unavailable, weather coverage factor above 95% may be used as a 

substitute. 

Independent variables used to normalize energy consumption will be temperature and categorical day of 

week parameters to characterize intra-week differences (i.e., occupancy and schedules - we expect that in 

most cases, we will not have direct access to these inputs). Program Implementer EMS software will be 

used to ensure persistence of achieved savings through ongoing engagement with customers, bi-monthly 

reporting, alerting from Program Implementer’s EMIS, and backend monitoring for erosion of savings or 

additional BRO saving opportunities. 

Interval level data will be collected according to HOPPS requirements at either the whole facility level 

(which may include multiple meters) or a meter that represents a portion of a building where the 

intervention was detected utilizing available meter data from the participant’s ANSI approved Advanced 
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Meter Infrastructure (AMI) utility meter. The participant’s utility meter data will be used as the primary 

data source for establishing baseline consumption and ongoing monitoring and verification. At the same 

time, Program Implementer’s platform is fully equipped to track and utilize custom data streams from 

onsite metering equipment and sensors, such a light, temperature, and occupancy sensors, which can be 

utilized to prove intervention effectiveness when necessary. 

Modeling is compliant with IPMVP Option C and will utilize linear regression techniques to normalize 

baseline and reporting period consumption. Program Implementer will work with individual participants 

to tailor energy savings adjustments to each client. Throughout the Program Implementer will work with 

various participants to introduce BRO focused energy efficiency adjustments with the intention of 

producing consumption based energy savings. Each participant may enjoy a combination of multiple 

measures as opportunities present.” 

e. Program Performance Metrics 2 

 Describe the program performance metrics. 

Metric 
Current 

Value 
Target Value Timing Measurement Method 

TRC 0.61 1.0 2 years CET Output Tool 

PAC 0.61 1.0 2 years CET Output Tool 

 

A key metric for this program will be “Number of Participating Sites”.  This will be defined as 

participating customer sites the third party implementer touched and influenced through the Program to 

generate energy savings. 

f. Quantitative Program Targets 

Provide estimated quantitative information on the number of projects, companies, non-incentive customer 

services and/or incentives that the program aims to deliver and/or complete annually.  Provide references 

where available. 

The targets provided herein are best estimates: 

Key Targets 2018 2019 2020 Total 

Number of Participating Sites per 

year 
N/A 130 120 250 

Net Energy Savings (kWh) N/A 2,505,805 2,315,000 4,820,805 

 

 

                                                      
2  IP Guidance from D.15-10-028: “It is in the implementation plans that we want to see at least one metric for each 

program/strategy/sub-sector/intervention strategy; more than one where appropriate.”; “Implementation plans will contain 

metrics, as already discussed. PAs are free to start with a clean slate in developing metrics and associated reporting 

requirements, but for all programs will continue to provide monthly cost reports, and for resource programs will provide 

monthly savings data as well.” 
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g. Differences from the Design and M&V Guides 

This is not a Statewide Program therefore there is no design guide. 

h. Pilots  

Please describe any pilot projects that are part of this program and explain what makes them innovative.  

The inclusion of this description should not replace the Ideation Process requirements currently agreed 

upon by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC or "Commission") staff and Investor Owned 

Utilities (IOUs).  The Ideation Process is still undergoing refinements and will be further discussed as 

part of Phase III of this proceeding. 

There are no pilot projects that are part of this Program. 

i. Program Logic Model 

Model should visually explain underlying theory supporting the sub-program intervention approach, 

referring as needed to the relevant literature (for example: past evaluations, best practices documents, 

journal articles, books, etc.). 
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j. Process Flow Chart 

Provide a sub-program process flow chart that describes the administrative and procedural components 

of the sub-program.  For example, the flow chart might describe:  

• A customer’s submittal of an application  

• The screening of the application,  

• The approval and/or disapproval of an application,  

• Verification of purchase or installation,  

• The processing of incentive payments, and  

• Any quality control activities. 
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k. Diagram of Program 

Please provide a one page diagram of the program including subprograms.  This should visually 

illustrate the program/sub-program linkages to areas such as: 

• Statewide and individual IOU marketing and outreach 

• Workforce, Education and Training (WE&T) programs 

• Emerging Technologies (ET) and Codes and Standards (C&S) 

• Coordinated approaches across IOUs 

• Integrated efforts across Demand Side Management (DSM) programs 
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l. Additional information  

Include additional information as required by Commission decision or ruling.  As applicable, indicate 

decision or ruling with page numbers. 

California Assembly Bill 793 (AB793), and the associated California Public Utilities Commission’s 

(CPUC or Commission) Resolution E-4820, mandates all IOUs to develop and implement incentive 

programs targeting residential and Small and Medium Business (SMB) customers who acquire Energy 
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Management Technologies (EMTs).  Pursuant to Resolution E-4820, program offerings should include a 

mechanism to incentivize residential and SMB customers to acquire EMT’s to meet Energy Efficiency 

(EE) savings goals under a pay for performance model.   

m. For Market Transformation Programs Only3  

i. Quantitative Baseline and Market Transformation Information  

Provide quantitative information describing the current EE program baseline information (and/or other 

relevant baseline information) for the market segment and major sub-segments, as available. 

 

ii. Market Transformation Strategy 

Provide a market characterization and assessment of the relationships and/or dynamics among market 

actors, including identification of the key barriers and opportunities to advance DSM technologies and 

strategies. Describe the proposed intervention(s) and its/their intended results, and specify which barriers 

the intervention is intended to address. 

 

                                                      
3 Ex) Codes & Standards program, Emerging Technologies program, Workforce Education & Training program, etc. 
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3. Appendix: Supporting Information and Documents 

a. Program Manuals and Program Rules  

All programs must have manuals to clarify for implementers and customers the eligibility requirements 

and rules of the program.  At minimum, manuals should include: 

# Information 

(required) 

Short Description Location Name/URL link 

1 Eligible Measures or 

measure eligibility 

A list of eligible measures or measure 

eligibility requirements 

 

2 Customer Eligibility 

Requirements 

Provide requirements for program 

participation (for example, annual energy 

use or peak kW demand 

 

3 Contractor Eligibility 

Requirements 

List any contractor (and/or developer, 

manufacturer, retailer or other 

"participant") eligibility requirements 

(for example: specific IOU required 

trainings, specific contractor 

accreditations, and/or specific technician 

certifications required). 

 

4 Participating 

Contractors, 

Manufacturers, 

Retailers, Distributers 

Indicate if program or sub-program 

delivery channel is downstream, 

midstream, or upstream and if it is an 

incentive and/or buy-down type program. 

 

5 Additional Services Briefly describe any additional sub-

program delivery, measure installation, 

marketing & outreach, training and/or 

other services provided, if not yet 

described above. 

 

6 Audits Indicate whether pre- and post-audits are 

required, if there is funding or incentive 

levels set for audits, and the eligibility 

requirements for audit incentives. 

 

7 Sub-Program Quality 

Assurance Provisions 

Please list quality assurance and quality 

control, including accreditations and/or 

certifications or other credentials of 

individuals or organizations performing 

this work. 

 

8 Other   

 

# Information Short Description Location Name/URL link 

1    

2    

3    
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b. Incentive Tables, Workpapers, Software Tools 

Provide a summary table of measures and incentive levels, along with links to the associated workpapers.   

 

# Measure Incentive Level  

1    

2    

3    

 

# Document Name Short Description URL link or location name 

1    

2    

3    

 


